DO YOU REMEMBER
… being face to face with a new business partner for two hours in a restaurant without
any conversation topics ?
… standing in meetings with your potential clients while they all look at you embarrassed
because of an unintended hasty action of yours ?
… explaining your point of view about a cross border project and having no idea of the
regulatory consequences of your choices ?
If you ever met these awkward situations during your business trips, that's you've
never used the JPA iTraveler application !

D OWNLOAD
NOW !
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JPA iTraveler is a unique travel guide designed to overcome these difficult situations.
This new free application was created in order to help business travelers to optimize their business
trips as well as their international projects with practical and high quality information, updated each
month.
The features include essential information covering JPA International locations and will make your
business trip a lot more comfortable and enjoyable.
It is a must for all business travelers
by Best Traveling Apps (Forbes Magazine)

Your life never brought you to have knowledge about the history and customs of this country ?
→

The essential events to know about are given in the
Quick History part !

You want to know the taxation of benefits from your subsidiaries ?
→

You will definitely find the answer and many others
in the Tax system category.

You can’t decide between the different possibilities to enter a new market in the country?
→

Evaluate the main challenges to carry out your entry in
the Business environment section.

You want to control risks in all situations ?
→

Identify the main risk factors for every country and
the ways to prevent it, in the Risk Coverage section.

You're tempted by a new culinary experience ?
→

You will find the best tips in the Eating out category.

You want to break the ice at business meals ?
→

See how useful is the Conversation starters tool !

JPA International has been providing international support for more than 30 years.
Founded in 1987 by Jacques Potdevin, JPA International is a network of chartered accountants,
statutory auditors and independent consultants represented in 70 countries through 180 locations who are dedicated to respect a common code of ethics to provide high quality services to
their customers worldwide. At any time, you can localize a JPA International contact on the map,
send email or call him if you need professional business assistance .
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